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My Autumn term progress in Art
Year 8: Mythical Creatures

Key

Not yet Nearly there Got it!

Your teacher will assess how well you did by ticking 
your targets, so you can check your learning

Photoshop

imaginative

characteristic

appearance

myth

composition

texture

contrast

Key vocabulary

Working Towards / Stepping Stones

I know the difference between a mythical creature and a real creature

I can follow simple instructions to make your artwork better.

I can mix paint to create different colours.

I can open and save my work in Photoshop with some support. 

I can make simple comments about my work and others.

With support, I can use basic Photoshop tools and effects.

With support, I can experiment with different font styles and colours.

Oakwood Learning Stage 1

I can show some understanding of how to create different effects using paint.

I can make basic suggestions for ways to improve my work.

I can comment on the styles of art we have looked at.

I can find the right images for my project with some help

I can independently open and save my Photoshop work.

I can use basic Photoshop tools and effects to change my work.

I can follow simple Photoshop instructions to add text and lighting effects to my work.
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My Autumn term progress in Art
Year 8: Mythical Creatures

Key

Not yet Nearly there Got it!

Your teacher will assess how well you did by ticking 
your targets, so you can check your learning

Photoshop

imaginative

characteristic

appearance

myth

composition

texture

contrast

Key vocabulary

Oakwood Learning Stage 2

I can make suggestions of how my work links to the theme I have been learning about.

I can find relevant images on the internet to help develop my ideas.

I can recall some facts about Greek Mythology and can describe a mythical creature.

I can use describing words to explain what I have done in my work.

I can use my imagination to design a creature and describe it’s super powers.

I can experiment with different font styles, colours and add lighting effects.

I can deliberately choose to use particular Photoshop techniques for a given purpose.
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My Autumn term progress in Art
Year 8: Mythical Creatures

Key

Not yet Nearly there Got it!

Your teacher will assess how well you did by ticking 
your targets, so you can check your learning

Photoshop

imaginative

characteristic

appearance

myth

composition

texture

contrast

Key vocabulary

Oakwood Learning Stage 3

I can describe the characteristics of my mythical creature and create a story.

I can use a sketchbook to develop my skills and ideas.

I can find the right images on the internet using my own search terms with minimal help.

I can explain my work and share opinions using specialist art vocabulary.

I can experiment with different Photoshop tools and effects to improve my work.

I can reflect on what they like and dislike about my work in order to improve it. 

I can develop my practical skills by experimenting with techniques using paint



My Summer term progress in Art
Year 8: Mythical Creatures

Key

Not yet Nearly there Got it!

Your teacher will assess how well you did by ticking 
your targets, so you can check your learning

Photoshop

imaginative

characteristic

appearance

myth

composition

texture

contrast

Key vocabulary

Oakwood Learning Stage 3

I can describe the characteristics of my mythical creature and create a story.

I can use a sketchbook to develop my skills and ideas.

I can find the right images on the internet using my own search terms with minimal help.

I can explain my work and share opinions using specialist art vocabulary.

I can experiment with different Photoshop tools and effects to improve my work.

I can reflect on what they like and dislike about my work in order to improve it. 

I can develop my practical skills by experimenting with techniques using paint

Oakwood Learning Stage 4

I can use descriptive words when describing mythical creatures and can recall facts.

I can use my sketchbook to explore and experiment with ideas in a creative way.

I can demonstrate an understanding of tone, shape, colour and detail when painting.

I can use descriptive words to describe the process and techniques I have used.

I can independently experiment with different Photoshop tools and effects to improve 
my work.

I can describe the artist’s work we have been studying using specific art vocabulary. 

I can select and use appropriate materials and techniques to refine my work.



Purpose of drawing

William Morris

Mark Making

Formal Elements

Accuracy (correct shape)
Line Tone

Composition 

Drawing Schema

Sphere
Cube
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Texture

Arts & Craft Movement
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Arrangement

3D Form

Observational
Shoe Drawing
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Printing
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Working Towards / Stepping Stones

I can make simple comments about what I have done in my work with some reminders.

I can press hard and soft to create different marks.

I can create simple drawings of flowers and leaves.

I can draw a simple representation of a shoe

I can develop ideas for a polystyrene print with colours and shapes.

I can create a polystyrene print using 2 colours

I can cover the whole of my polystyrene print with printing ink.

My Spring term progress in Art
Year 8: Printmaking 

Key

Not yet Nearly there Got it!

Your teacher will assess how well you did by ticking 
your targets, so you can check your learning

Oakwood Learning Stage 1

I can show some understanding of how I can create different effects using pencils.

I can show an interest in the artists William Morris and comment on his work. 

I can draw a design idea for a print and comment on it.

I can describe what I think about my work and the work of others.

I can explain and show the meaning of pattern when creating a designing for a print.

I can use the correct amount of ink when printing my design 

I can choose contrasting colours when creating a two colour polystyrene print design. 

cross-hatch

polystyrene

observational

proportion

scale

accuracy

pattern

printing

Key vocabulary
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Oakwood Learning Stage 1

I can show some understanding of how I can create different effects using pencils.

I can show an interest in the artists William Morris and comment on his work. 

I can draw a design idea for a print and comment on it.

I can describe what I think about my work and the work of others.

I can explain and show the meaning of pattern when creating a designing for a print.

I can use the correct amount of ink when printing my design 

I can choose contrasting colours when creating a two colour polystyrene print design. 

My Spring term progress in Art
Year 8: Printmaking

Key

Not yet Nearly there Got it!

Your teacher will assess how well you did by ticking 
your targets, so you can check your learning

Oakwood Learning Stage 2

I can produce a wide range of patterns and textures using drawing equipment.

I can use to use my sketchbook to plan and develop my ideas.

I can demonstrate an awareness of proportion and scale when drawing from observation.

I can create the effect of light and shadows on a surface when using a pencil.

I can name the artist or artist movement we are studying and comment on the work.

I can accurately line up my second print using a contrasting colour.

I can add extra line detail to enhance my design when adding a second colour.

cross-hatch

polystyrene

observational

proportion

scale

accuracy

pattern

printing

Key vocabulary
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Oakwood Learning Stage 2

I can produce a wide range of patterns and textures using drawing equipment.

I can use to use my sketchbook to plan and develop my ideas.

I can demonstrate an awareness of proportion and scale when drawing from observation.

I can create the effect of light and shadows on a surface when using a pencil.

I can name the artist or artist movement we are studying and comment on the work.

I can accurately line up my second print using a contrasting colour.

I can add extra line detail to enhance my design when adding a second colour.

My Spring term progress in Art
Year 8: Printmaking

Key

Not yet Nearly there Got it!

Your teacher will assess how well you did by ticking 
your targets, so you can check your learning

Oakwood Learning Stage 3

I can demonstrate an understanding of proportion and scale when drawing from observation.

I can create a realistic shaded drawing of a shoe with light reflections and shadows.

I can use a sketchbook for different purposes, including recording observations, planning and shaping 
ideas.

I can identify the focal point within a piece of art.

I can make links between my own work and the artists William Morris.

I can accurately print a detailed two print pattern design with good contrasting colours.

I can reflect on what they like and dislike about my work in order to improve it. 

cross-hatch

polystyrene

observational

proportion

scale

accuracy

pattern

printing

Key vocabulary
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Oakwood Learning Stage 3

I can demonstrate an understanding of proportion and scale when drawing from observation.

I can create a realistic shaded drawing of a shoe with light reflections and shadows.

I can use a sketchbook for different purposes, including recording observations, planning and shaping 
ideas.

I can identify the focal point within a piece of art.

I can make links between my own work and the artists William Morris.

I can accurately print a detailed two print pattern design with good contrasting colours.

I can reflect on what they like and dislike about my work in order to improve it. 

My Spring term progress in Art
Year 8: Printmaking

Key

Not yet Nearly there Got it!

Your teacher will assess how well you did by ticking 
your targets, so you can check your learning

cross-hatch

polystyrene

observational

proportion

scale

accuracy

pattern

printing

Key vocabulary

Oakwood Learning Stage 4

I can create a realistic drawing of a shoe with accurate proportions and fine line detail.

I can use lines and gradual changes in tone to emphasise a 3D form with light reflections and shadows.

I can use lots of different ways to explore and experiment with ideas in a creative way to develop my 

work.

I can use my sketchbook to explore and experiment with ideas in a creative way.

I can apply the technical skills I have learned to improve the quality of my work. 

I can demonstrate my creative when designing a detailed composition for a two part print.

I will regularly reflect on my work and use comparisons with the work of others to identify how to 

improve.
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Clay Masks

Distorted 
Facial Features

Facial features
Eyes, nose, mouth,
ears, hair and fur

African Tribal Art

Animal 
features

African
Masks

African
Patterns

Design 
Ideas

Moulding

Clay Skills

Manipulating

Joining

Adding texture
and detail

Shaping

Slip

Firing

Kiln

Gothic 
Architecture
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Summer 1 & 2 Year 8 – Clay Masks 

Develop interesting and 
creative research page 
pages with annotation and 
detailed studies.

Intent Design ideas Making Knowledge Evaluating

Working 
Towards

With some support I can take a 
photograph. 
I can work spontaneously and enjoy the 
act of making and creating.

I can create simple representations of facial 
features.
I can mould basic shapes and create different
marks using clay tools with support.

I can organise the equipment 
needed for a clay lesson and clear 
away with some guidance.
I can hold and use a paintbrush 
and pencil correctly.

I can explain what I have done in 
my work with some reminders.

Oakwood 
Learning 

Stage 
1 and 2

I can use my sketchbook for different 
purposes, including recording, planning 
and shaping ideas.
I can find relevant images to help me 
develop my ideas.

I can show some understanding of how to create 
different effects using paint.
I can mould and join various clay shapes together to 
recreate my mask design.

I can take photographs of Gothic 
Architecture.
I can use clay tools to recreate 
simple methods I am shown.

I can review artwork and say what 

I think and feel about it.              

I can make links between my work 

and the artwork I have looked at.

Oakwood 
Learning 

Stage 
3 and 4

I can consider the composition when 
photographing gargoyles and gothic 
architecture.
I can use lots of different ways to 
explore and experiment with ideas to 
develop my work.

I can manipulate clay to create intricate shapes and 
use tools to add fine detail and texture. 
I can demonstrate an understanding of tone, shape, 
colour and detail when drawing and painting.

I can apply the technical skills you 
have learned to improve the 
quality of my work. 

I can name the styles of art we 
are studying and use the correct 
keywords to describe their art 
work.

Develop moulding and 
manipulation skills when 
creating a 3D mask out of 
clay.
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k Trip to Manchester city 

centre to Photograph and 
study Gothic architecture 
and Gargoyles

Learn how to bond clay 
together using slip and 
create different surface 
textures using clay tools.

Learn about African 
culture and why masks are 
worn in ceremonies and 
celebrations.

Mix different shades of 
paint to add fine detail to 
the fired art piece.

Learn about Gothic 
architecture and the use 
and function of Gargoyles 
within the design

Create a series of studies 
focusing on animal facial 
features to inspire a mask 
design.



Working Towards / Stepping Stones

With some support I can take a photograph. 

I can create simple representations of facial features.

I can explain what I have done in my work with some reminders.

I can mould basic shapes and create different marks using clay tools with support.

I can organise the equipment needed for a clay lesson and clear away with some guidance.

I can work spontaneously and enjoy the act of making and creating.

I can hold and use a paintbrush and pencil correctly.

My Summer term progress in Art
Year 8: Clay Masks

Key

Not yet Nearly there Got it!

Your teacher will assess how well you did by ticking 
your targets, so you can check your learning

Oakwood Learning Stage 1

I can take photographs of Gothic Architecture.

I can follow simple instructions to make my work better.

I can find the right images for my project with some help.

I can mould basic shapes and create different marks using clay tools.

I can independently organise the equipment needed for a clay lesson and pack away sensibly

I can show some understanding of how to create different effects using paint.

I can review artwork and say what I think and feel about it.

distorted

gargoyles

gothic

architecture

slip

joining

moulding

kiln

firing

Key vocabulary
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Oakwood Learning Stage 1

I can take photographs of Gothic Architecture.

I can follow simple instructions to make my work better.

I can find the right images for my project with some help.

I can mould basic shapes and create different marks using clay tools.

I can independently organise the equipment needed for a clay lesson and pack away sensibly

I can show some understanding of how to create different effects using paint.

I can review artwork and say what I think and feel about it.

My Summer term progress in Art
Year 8: Clay Masks

Key

Not yet Nearly there Got it!

Your teacher will assess how well you did by ticking 
your targets, so you can check your learning

Oakwood Learning Stage 2

I can use the zoom function on a camera to take photographs of gargoyles

I can make links between my work and the artwork I have looked at.

I can find relevant images to help me develop my ideas.

I can use my sketchbook for different purposes, including recording, planning and shaping 
ideas.

I can use clay tools to recreate simple methods I am shown.

I can mould and join various clay shapes together to recreate my mask design.

I can demonstrate an understanding of how to create different effects using paint.

distorted
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Oakwood Learning Stage 2

I can use the zoom function on a camera to take photographs of gargoyles

I can make links between my work and the artwork I have looked at.

I can find relevant images to help me develop my ideas.

I can use my sketchbook for different purposes, including recording, planning and shaping 
ideas.

I can use clay tools to recreate simple methods I am shown.

I can mould and join various clay shapes together to recreate my mask design.

I can demonstrate an understanding of how to create different effects using paint.

My Summer term progress in Art
Year 8: Clay Masks

Key

Not yet Nearly there Got it!

Your teacher will assess how well you did by ticking 
your targets, so you can check your learning

Oakwood Learning Stage 3

I can consider the composition when photographing gargoyles and gothic architecture.

I can name the styles of art we are studying and use the correct keywords to describe their art work.

I can use lots of different ways to explore and experiment with ideas to develop my work.

I can find the right images for my project using my own search terms on the internet.

I can use a sketchbook for different purposes, including recording observations, planning and shaping 
ideas.

I can mould clay to create small relief shape adding detail and texture to my work. 

I can join small pieces of clay securely by scoring the clay and adding slip.
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Oakwood Learning Stage 3

I can consider the composition when photographing gargoyles and gothic architecture.

I can name the styles of art we are studying and use the correct keywords to describe their art work.

I can use lots of different ways to explore and experiment with ideas to develop my work.

I can find the right images for my project using my own search terms on the internet.

I can use a sketchbook for different purposes, including recording observations, planning and shaping 
ideas.

I can mould clay to create small relief shape adding detail and texture to my work. 

I can join small pieces of clay securely by scoring the clay and adding slip.

My Summer term progress in Art
Year 8: Clay Masks

Key

Not yet Nearly there Got it!

Your teacher will assess how well you did by ticking 
your targets, so you can check your learning

Oakwood Learning Stage 4

I can take well composed photographs with good lighting and contrast.

I can use many different ways to explore and experiment with ideas creatively to refine my work.

I can use my artistic research as inspiration to develop my ideas.

I can apply the technical skills you have learned to improve the quality of my work. 

I can describe my work using words that describe the features and the processes I have used.

I can manipulate clay to create intricate shapes and use tools to add fine detail and texture. 

I can demonstrate an understanding of tone, shape, colour and detail when drawing and painting.
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